
Cepei: 
A Data-driven Think Tank from the Global South 

Cepei is an independent, non-profit think tank. Established in 2002 and 
headquartered in Bogota, Colombia, Cepei runs on diversity, free speech, 
and the creativity of its multidisciplinary team of issue experts and 
partners worldwide. Based on data and analysis, we empower people 
and institutions to find pathways towards sustainable development.

What We Do

Our projects provide data and create knowledge for three global 
development areas:

1. Data. Knowledge and tools for harnessing the use of data and 
visualizations. 

2. Governance. The institutional architecture for monitoring 
progress in the 2030 Agenda and multi-actor participation. 

3. Financing. Monitor domestic resources mobilization in low and 
middle-income countries. 

Communications
Ensuring the quality and integrity of data and 
statistical knowledge-sharing. 

The Communications Unit (Communications) is critical for the 
effectiveness of three Cepei pillars: Data, Governance, and High-
level Advocacy from the Director’s Office.  

Communications develops the practices, and partnerships to 
position Cepei as a data-driven Global South think tank that 
generates and transfers knowledge and field analysis to contribute 
to the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
implementation process.
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The Communications Unit acts in two dimensions: it ensures the 
quality of Cepei´s internal practices, and is our channel and curator 
to broader audiences: 
 
•	Translates complex ideas into accessible and timely content for all 

actors, especially communicators, to encourage their participation 
in the dialogue around global sustainable development agendas.

•	Ensures Cepei’s brand quality through strict editorial processes 
by translating the content developed by other Units into friendly, 
eye-catching, and accessible content.

•	Transfers knowledge to local-level partners and facilitates 
these communities’ participation via contemporary information 
methodologies.

How do We Transfer Knowledge?

The Communications Unit

1. Globalizes Cepei content and ensures our work—alone or in 
collaboration with our partners—reaches our intended audiences. 

2. Ensures the quality of our content to inform decision-making 
for global sustainable development.

3. Tells the story of Cepei as a change agent and a validated source 
of information for our allies, the public, and the development 
community at the global, regional, national, and local levels.

4. Coordinates a multisectoral dialogue between various 
government levels, multilateral organizations, media, the private 
sector, philanthropic organizations, civil society, academia, and 
other think tanks.

5. Convenes an inter-institutional and interdisciplinary coalition 
of statistics and data communications teams and allies seeking 
a space to contribute to the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs 
implementation process.
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Mid-Term Objectives 

Outreach and Awareness
Actively promote the dialogue between multiple stakeholders, generate 
evidence for more informed decision-making, and encourage and 
enhance the production and use of open and quality data.

Impact
Catalyze new partnerships by offering the value of our trajectory 
and leveraging the trust that the United Nations agencies, funds 
and programmes (AFPs), and Regional Coordinators (REcs), 
international cooperation organizations, governments, and the 
private sector place in Cepei. 

Multi-stakeholder Collaboration
Implement processes that inspire and enrich our partner organizations’ 
communications teams. Develop the skills to align our respective 
data cultures with our collective focus on compelling storytelling.

Branding
Guarantee the quality of our products and the proper use of Cepei’s 
image and information within the organization and by third parties. 

Diffusion Channels 

MexicoMexico

Costa RicaCosta Rica

ColombiaColombia
EcuadorEcuador

PeruPeru BrazilBrazil
BoliviaBolivia

ArgentinaArgentina
ChileChile

SpainSpain

Countries that most 
visit our networks

356
Contacts

Cepei - Think tank

5,189

+3,000
Followers

Impressions

@infoCEPEI

4,096

+70,000
Followers

Impressions

@infoCEPEI
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The Communications Unit builds your and your team’s 
understanding of how to communicate with data starting 
with the basics: Where to find it, how to process it, and how 
to build stunning visualizations.

•	DataRepública: A myriad SDG data sources, capacity building 
resources to strengthen your communications skills, a How-To 
resource for creating your own stories and data visualizations, 
and a collaborative space for sharing and promoting research, 
reports, analysis and stories.

•	COVID-19 Data and Innovation Centre:Data and Innovation Centre: A digital platform 
that presents a complete view of 47 countries’ recovery. Here 
you will find timely, validated, data and viz for communicators, 
policymakers, and stakeholders making decisions for response 
and post-pandemic recovery. 

Partner with Us

Become a Comms CoP member:
Meet peers and experts in quarterly meetings and join our dedicated 
mailing list with exclusive content.

Tag, Follow, and Share our content: 
We welcome new knowledge and interactions, disseminate 
excellent work, and credit our partners. Follow @infoCEPEI. We will 
follow you back.

Donate. 
Cepei is a cost-efficient organization. Your support is an investment 
to ensure the best Comm’s, fellows, and tech to maintain this 
unique undertaking

For additional information, 
please contact:  
Alexandra Roldán  
Manager communications, 
at a.roldan@cepei.org
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